The Wilson-Cowan equations were originally proposed to describe the low-level dynamics of neural populations (Wilson&Cowan 1972). These equations have been extensively used in modelling the oscillations of cortical activity (Cowan et al. 2016). However, due to their low-level nature, very few works have attempted connections to higher level psychophysics (Herzog et al. 2003, Hermens et al. 2005) and, to the best of our knowledge, they have not been used to predict contrast response curves or subjective image quality. Interestingly ( 
In order to compare the psyhophysical and statistical behavior of the Wilson-Cowan model, here we unplug the cortical Divisive Normalization of a successful contrast perception model [Martinez-Garcia et al. VSS-MODVIS 2016] , and we substitute it by a Wilson-Cowan layer. The baseline model consists of four stages: (1) a luminance-to-brightness point-wise nonlinearity, (2) a center-surround contrast computation stage, (3) a CSF-like filtering plus contrast masking nonlinearity, and (4) a wavelet-like filterbank followed by inhibition between neighbor sensors. Here we substitute the last Divisive Normalization (the one at the cortical stage, after the wavelets) by a dynamic layer that operates according to the Wilson-Cowan equations. For a fair comparison, we set the parameters of this last nonlinear stage (either Divisive Normalization or Wilson-Cowan) in the same way: following [Watson&Malo IEEE ICIP 2002 , Malo&Laparra JOSA A 2010 , we choose the parameters that maximize the correlation between the experimental mean opinion score in subjective distorion tasks and the computed perceptual distance (using the L2 norm in the response space). SUBJECTIVE IMAGE DISTORTION: Both models (DN and WC scatter plots in blue) get substantially better correlations with human opinion than the widely used Structural Similarity Index ( 
